
Regrets are a waste of time. 

They're the past crippling you in the present.

Watch. Feel. Experience.
Cinema As It Was Meant To Be.

Home Theater Projectors
 W8000     W3000   W2000
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With THX® HD Display Certification*, Rec. 709 cinematic color fidelity, and ultra-high contrast, BenQ Home 
Theater Projectors produce vivid yet naturally film-like motion picture quality made perfect by CinemaMaster 
enhancement. With installation flexibility of H/V lens shift and optional lens compatibility to fit home theaters of 
any size, BenQ Home Theater Projectors never miss a single detail the filmmaker meant to be seen.

*Available on W8000

Authentic Cinematic Picture Quality for a 
Command Performance in Any Home Theater
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Breathtaking Motion Picture Quality

Fluorescent green

Mandarin red

Fluorescent yellow

Rec. 709 Non-Rec. 709

While most projector manufacturers over-saturate color tone to increase colorfulness, resulting in 
inaccurate colors, BenQ Home Theater Projectors achieve Rec. 709 by perfecting every process from 
hardware design and software optimization to production line quality control.

How Our Projectors Are Designed for Rec. 709

For a color wheel that accurately produces Rec. 709 colors, BenQ’s ISF-trained engineers tried many 
combinations of color segments and color wheel coating, finding the perfect balance between a larger 
color gamut and optimized brightness through painstaking adjustments and exhaustive tests. As a result, 
BenQ Home Theater Projectors are thoroughly engineered to preserve color accuracy

Hardware Design

Precise Right-Angle Light Alignment to Color Wheel

BenQ Home Theater Projectors ensure perfect 90° alignment of the light path when it 
meets the color wheel, to produce absolutely accurate colors. If the angle deviates from 
90°, the wavelengths of light that pass can change, causing off-colors such as orange-red 
instead of pure red or purplish blue instead of true blue.

Our engineers took extra effort on software optimization to maximize color accuracy, adjusting the 
blacks, whites, and greys towards D65 defined by Rec. 709. The three primary and three secondary 
colors were then precisely adjusted to the references of the Rec. 709 color gamut.

Software Optimization

Key components are carefully examined to meet strict design specifications before production. Three 
production-line color adjustment stations perform final checks on every single Rec. 709 projector, using 
exclusive BenQ color calibration process to ensure each projector adheres to Rec. 709.

A projector contains many variables such as lenses, lamps, and color wheel coating. We work relentlessly 
to eliminate any variances for exacting Rec. 709 color performance, because we want you to enjoy movies 
as they were meant to be seen.

Production Line Quality Control

With exclusive narrow-band filtering technology that allows only specific wavelengths pass for each spectral color, BenQ Home 
Theater Projectors generate high chroma as well as high visual brightness. Unlike fixed-band filters that sacrifice chroma to 
enhance brightness or vice versa, BenQ Home Theater Projectors provides uncompromised cinematic motion picture quality.

Cinematic Brightness and Chromaticity Without Compromise

Lamp

Deviate-Angle Light Alignment

Color WheelLamp Color WheelLamp

Right-Angle Light Alignment

Created by Lucasfilm engineers to improve the cinematic experience, THX Certification 
ensures that venues and equipment can accurately reproduce content as the director 
originally intended. THX Certified Projector is a professional guarantee of cinematic 
performance with extraordinary image quality, remarkable uniformity, stunning contrast, and 
pristine image processing. 

To obtain THX Certification, BenQ engineers pursued over 18 months of rigorous 
development comprising 200 THX laboratory tests covering over 500 data points to 
ensure Rec.709 color accuracy, precise gamma, ideal color temperature, enhanced 
uniformity, and super high native contrast ratio requirements. With THX Certification and 
pre-calibrated THX Mode, W8000 recreates every single detail of the authentic content 
and image quality filmmakers wanted you to see, whether it’s deeper shadows within the 
dark nights of Gotham, the hybridized reptilian texture of Indominus Rex, or the entrancing 
forest flora of the distant moon Pandora, just as you would expect from the finest movie 
theaters.

From the World’s #1 DLP Projector Brand, BenQ Home Theater Projector W8000 
Achieves THX® HD Display Certification

For example, BenQ Home Theater Projectors offer a purer green color without sacrificing visual brightness
Upper circle: BenQ Home Theater Projectors                                       
Lower circle: Conventional projectors

Similarly, BenQ engineers achieved the Rec. 709 international HDTV color standard, which 
only projectors precisely calibrated for cinematic color can replicate. Producing astounding 
true colors, BenQ Home Theater Projectors utilize a 6X RGBRGB color wheel with 
precision-tuned coating and color segments to replicate stunningly true Rec. 709 colors and 
a superb movie watching experience. 

RGBRGB Color Wheel Delivers Rec. 709 HDTV Standard for Finest Cinematic Color
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Unmatched Image Performance & Viewing Quality

Generating industry-leading levels of contrast ratio, BenQ Home Theater Projectors produce deep, true 
blacks for a truly awe-inspiring visual experience. In addition to the outstanding black level, the high native 
contrast clearly resolves subtle layers and fine details in dark scenes. As a result, BenQ DLP projectors achieve 
true black reproduction, avoiding washed-out greys with blue undertones seen in other technologies that 
can lead to delicate details loss in overall dark frames and actual content missing from the scene.
 
Furthermore, we take extra countermeasures to guard against the minute possibility of stray light leakage 
from the light tunnel affecting contrast and obscuring fine details. Special black paint seals the light engine to 
boost contrast and render even the slightest details in the darkest scenes. This means you'll see every single 
detail of the ghostly marauders even during the Caribbean's darkest moonless nights, and each point of light 
as the Millennium Falcon leaps into hyperspace.  *Available on W8000

High Native Contrast for the Finest Details

Internal light engine (purple area) is coated with a special 

black paint to increase image contrast.

DLP projector Non-DLP projector

Featuring class-leading high fill factor, BenQ Home Theater Projectors pump more 
light into each individual pixel for small-size text and fine details that are clearer than 
the competition. Because high fill factor minimizes the black borders around every 
pixel, the undesirable “screen door effect” is eliminated, letting you see only the 
most beautifully rendered images instead of pixelated graphics.

Class-Leading High Fill Factor

An ingenious solution that intensifies your viewing pleasure while simultaneously saving energy, SmartEco™ automatically adjusts lamp brightness based 
on content such as lowering lamp output in dark scenes. Through this, BenQ Home Theater Projectors are able to project richer blacks and ultimately 
increase contrast for tiny text and subtle details.

BenQ SmartEco™

Non-DLP projector

Non-DLP Projector BenQ DLP Projector BenQ DLP Projector 

SmartEco Mode 

DLP projector

Hollywood Magic in Your Home Cinema

CinemaMaster™ turns any room into a world-class home theater with audiovisual enhancement sure to please even the most critical movie enthusiasts.
CinemaMaster™

Our revolutionary audio system features speakers housed in resonant sound chambers along with BenQ 
CinemaMaster Audio Enhancer powered by MaxxAudio. This powerful digital sound enhancement engine 
incorporates Waves’ breakthrough algorithms used by Hollywood studios, to dramatically boost the bass and 
treble, creating stereo effects that truly immerse the audience. The presets (Standard / Cinema / Music / Game 
/ Sport) and additional user-defined EQ setting customize its audio performance for different genres, triggering 
true enjoyment through a combination of irresistible visuals and compelling sounds.

*Available on W3000 and W2000 

BenQ’s pioneering Total Inner Reflection (TIR) optical architecture utilizes multiple pr isms forming precise beam angles, dispersing 
light to reflect more uniformly from the Digital Micromirror Device (DMD) and register beautifully even color, br ightness, and fidelity 
across the entire projected image. The result is impeccable image quality without blemish across the entire big screen, with nothing 
to distract the audience from flawless cinema enjoyment. *Available on W8000

State-of-the-Art Image Uniformity via TIR 

Balanced Uniformity with TIR Irregular Uniformity without TIR

Treat your eyes to intensely realistic images made 
possible by BenQ’s 1080p Full HD optical system, a 
module that uses only the highest grade glass in its 
pure projection lens. All-glass means superior light 
penetration for the truest details and unmatched 
viewing quality. Furthermore, BenQ-proprietary 
low-dispersion lens coatings effectively minimize 
chromatic aberration, a visual catastrophe common 
in other brands. So enjoy your favorite high definition 
content with utmost clarity and sharpness – from 
Blue-rays and video games to HD broadcasts.

Flawless All-Glass Optics for the Best Viewing Quality

DispersionLow Dispersion

DMD

Mirror
Lights Tunnel

Color Wheel

*Available on W8000’s Wide Zoom, Standard, Semi Long, Long Zoom 1 lends, W2000, and W3000
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Relishing every second of the action, you’ll marvel that everything stands out vividly, like real life on a crisp, clear day. That’s because Color 
Enhancer modulates complex color algorithms, allowing detailed control over color saturation levels. The payoff: Vibrant images that come to life 
so that fine gradients, intermediate hues and subtle pigments are all flawlessly rendered.
*Available on W8000 and W3000

Color Enhancer

Pixel Enhancer motion-adaptive edge enhancement provides a sharpened image of crisp edges and precise surface textures for details like the finest 
wisps of multicolored foliage, lushly patterned greenery, and all of nature's wonders to truly stand out.
*Available on W8000 and W3000

Pixel Enhancer

The natural beauty of the onscreen cast is complimented even more with Flesh Tone, a highly desired tool that lets you enhance skin tones 
without affecting any other colors in the image.
*Available on W8000 and W3000

Flesh Tone

OriginalEnhanced

OriginalEnhanced

OriginalEnhanced

Sophisticated algorithms significantly improve color and light output 
when producing images with contrasting colors or bright and dark scales. 
DCTI heightens color vibrancy for drastic color transitions without noise 
interference. DLTI reduces noise artifacts from fast luminance switching 
to optimize brightness and contrast, resulting in utmost picture depth and 
color performance.
*Available on W8000

Digital Color Transient Improvement (DCTI) & 
Digital Luminance Transient Improvement (DLTI)

BenQ's unique color management tool allows you to fine-tune the gain, saturation and hue of six primary colors (R/G/B/C/M/Y) 
individually. Customize your colors to mimic nature, to simulate other galaxies, and for everything in between.

Independent Color Control for All 6 Primary Colors

OriginalDCTI-Enhanced

OriginalDLTI-Enhanced

Hue
Saturation

Value

Red Saturation Original Color
(Simulated Photos)

With the Imaging Science Foundation’s highly reputed ISFccc® calibration built-in, BenQ Home 
Theater Projectors’ image and color performance can be customized to your house, along with two 
preset modes – ISF Day and Night – for impeccable enjoyment anytime.

ISFccc®Certification Professionally Calibrated
 Visual Entertainment

Motion Enhancer’s crystal clear motion picture quality won’t let you blink and catch your breath. It gives heart-pounding action thrillers and adventure epics 
super smooth, fluid movements by inserting 36 interpolated frames between sequences on the fly to produce seamless 60 frames-per-second video. You’ll 
be the action hero of your own theater, crushing the evils of laggy pictures, shaky judders, and blurry shadows.
*Available on W8000 and W3000

Motion Enhancer: 

Interpolated Frame Interpolated Frame
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Regardless of the size of the home theater or installation site, BenQ Home Theater Projectors are ideally configured to 
facilitate the perfect professional install every time.

Screen-Filling Installation Flexibility

Customize your home theater installation with five different optical 
lenses with a wide range of throw distances to perfectly fit rooms 
of any size. Big zoom increases installation flexibility to greatly 
expand mounting and placement options. With these features in 
tandem, W8000 is equipped to integrate seamlessly into all venues 
ranging from cozy family rooms and middle-sized home theaters to 
purpose-built screening rooms and optimize the viewing sweet 
spot.
*Available on W8000

Big Zoom Options for Big Pictures in 
Different Spaces 

1.7m2.5m2.9m3.4m4.3m6.4m6.6m11.1m

long zoom 1long zoom 1 semi longsemi long standardstandard wide zoomwide zoom wide fixwide fix
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With H/V Lens Shift, the lens can be shifted vertically or 
horizontally to fit perfectly into any room or work around 
small obstacles with a dynamic range of projection 
locations. Image placement can be adjusted up/down or 
left/right without sacrificing image quality, resulting in a 
custom installation in any room.
*Available on W8000 (vertical 55% up and 15% down; 
horizontal 5% right and left) and W3000 (vertical 12.5% 
up; horizontal 2.5% right and left)

H/V Lens Shift for Perfect Picture
Placement 

Side Projection with 2D Keystone Correction

With advanced features like horizontal and vertical keystone correction, 
BenQ Home Theater Projectors eliminate the trapezoid effect when it is at 
an angle from the screen. In other words, they can be placed in a corner or 
a side table, freeing up valuable space for motion sports, dancing games or 
just watching comfortably.

*Available on W3000 and W2000

Superior Short Throw Projection with 100” of 
Big-Screen Enjoyment at 2.5 Meters

Maximizing thrills with minimal space, BenQ Home Theater Projectors require 
as little as 2.5 meters of short throw distance to project stunning 100” pictures 
- so you can bring home big-screen theater entertainment into whichever 
room you like.

*Available on W3000 and W2000

W2000

W3000

A staggering big zoom function maximizes available space with a range of throw distances for big-screen entertainment with convenient 
installation flexibility.

*Available on W3000 and W2000

Big Zoom Flexibility to Maximize Any Space

BenQ Wireless Full HD Kits are perfect add-ons to home theater projector installations to stream uncompressed 1080p content, 
including 3D. One-Time Setup pairs with the projector automatically and stays that way, while Zero Latency performance gives you 
smooth video and gaming with vir tually no lag. Four powerful antennas provide up to 100 feet of wireless coverage and Dynamic 
Frequency Selection switches channels for smooth, sharp streaming, even through walls.

*Line of sight. Transmission distance depends on actual environment. Stated distance is based on line-of-sight measurement. Structures 
constructed of steel, wood, concrete, or brick may decrease transmission distance.

One-Stop Home Entertainment without Wires

2.5
m

Wireless FHD Kit (Optional)

• Uncompressed streaming with resolution up to 1080p 60Hz
• Stream up to 100 feet with zero latency for great gaming experience
• Ultra stable and fluid streaming quality

* Available in select regions5%

5%

15%

55%

4.1m 2.5m 0m

B I G   Z O O M
1.6:1

100”

3.3m 2.5m 0m

B I G   Z O O M
1.3:1

100”

W8000

W2000
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Model Name 

*Lamp life results will vary depending on environmental conditions and usage.  Actual product's features and specifications are subject to change without notice.

Power Consumption

Physical

Interface

Panamorph Lens Compatibility
Audible Noise (Normal / Economic mode) 

Weight
Dimensions (W x H x D)
3D Sync Out
IR Receiver
DC 12V Trigger
RS232
USB (Type mini B)

USB (Type A)
USB (Type B)

Chamber Speaker
Audio Out
Audio L / R In
Audio In 
MHL
HDMI
Component Video In 
Composite Video In
PC (D - Sub)

Th�row Ratio

Display Color
Lens

FOFO Contrast Ratio
Brightness
Native Resolution

Aspect Ratio

Image Size (Clear Focus / Maximum)

Zoom Ratio
Lamp Wattage
Lamp Hour (Normal / Eco / SmartEco Mode)*

Keystone Adjustment

Projection Offset

Lens Shift Range
Resolution Support
Horizontal Frequency

Vertical Scan Rate
Color Wheel Segment

Color Wheel Speed

3D Compatibility

Video Compatibility

HDTV Compatibility

Compatibility

W2000  

29 / 27 dBA 
Normal 353W, Eco 292W, Standby <0.5W

3.6 kg (7.93 lbs)
380.5 x 121.7 x 277 mm

No
x 2 (front & top)

x 1
x 1

x 1 (service)

x 1 (5V / 1.5A power supply)
x 1 (inside projector for WDP02 power supply)

10W x 2
x 1
x 1
x 1

x 2 (share with HDMI - 2 & HDMI - 3)
x 3
x 1
x 1
x 1

Frame Sequential : Up to 720p
Frame Packing : Up to1080p
Side by Side : Up to 1080i/p
Top Bottom : Up to 1080p

NTSC, PAL, SECAM

480i, 480p, 576i, 567p, 720p, 1080i, 1080p

6x (50Hz), 4x (60Hz)

6 - Segment (RGBRGB)
23 - 120Hz

15 - 102KHz
VGA(640 x 480) to WUXGA_RB (1920 x 1200) *RB = Reduced Blanking

Vertical : +10%
105% ± 2.5%

Auto Vertical & Manual Horizontal ± 30 degrees
3500 / 5000 / 7000 hours

240W
1.3 : 1

60" - 180" / 300"
1.15 - 1.5 (100" @ 2.5m)

Native 16 : 9 (5 spect ratio selectable)
F = 2.59 - 2.87, f = 16.88 - 21.88mm

1.07 Billion Colors
15000 : 1 

2000 ANSI Lumens
1080p (1920 x 1080)

2000 ANSI Lumens

x 1

x 1

31/28 dBA 
Normal 370W, Eco 290W, Standby <0.5W

8.8 kg (19.4 lbs)
431 x 167 x 321 mm

x 2 (front & rear)

x 1

x 1 (5V / 1.5A power supply)
x 1 (Service)

x 1 (Share with HDMI - 2)
No
No
No
No

No

x 2
x 1
x 1
x 1

15~102KHz

23~120Hz
6-Segment (RGBRGB)

6x (50Hz), 4x (60Hz)

480i, 480p, 576i, 576p, 720p, 1080i, 1080p

NTSC, PAL, SECAM

Frame Sequential: Up to 720p
Frame Packing: Up to1080p
Side by Side: Up to 1080i/p
Top Bottom: Up to 1080p

W8000  

280W
2500 / 3500 / 6000 hours

1D, Vertical ± 30 degrees
- -

Native 16:9 (5 aspect ratio selectable)

VGA(640 x 480) to WUXGA_RB (1920 x 1200) *RB = Reduced Blanking

1.07 Billion Colors

50000:1    

1080p (1920 x 1080)

*Refer to right side 5 optional lenses table

*Refer to right side 5 optional lenses table

*Refer to right side 5 optional lenses table

*Refer to right side 5 optional lenses table

*Refer to right side 5 optional lenses table

W3000  

33 / 29 dBA
NoYes No

Normal 330W, Eco 280W, Standby <0.5W
4.2 kg (9.26 lbs)

330 x 120 x 247 mm 
x 1

x 2 (front & top)
x 1
x 1

x 1 (service)

x 1 (5V / 1.5A power supply)
No

10W x 1
x 1
x 1
x 1

x 1 (share with HDMI - 2)
x 2
x 1
x 1
x 1

Frame Sequential : Up to 720p
Frame Packing : Up to1080p
Side by Side : Up to 1080i/p
Top Bottom : Up to 1080p

NTSC, PAL, SECAM

480i, 480p, 576i, 567p, 720p, 1080i, 1080p

6x (50Hz), 4x (60Hz)
6 - Segment (RGBRGB)

23 - 120Hz
15 - 102KHz

VGA(640 x 480) to WUXGA_RB (1920 x 1200) *RB = Reduced Blanking
Vertical : +12.5% / Horizontal : -2.5% - 2.5%

115% ± 2.5%

Auto Vertical & Manual Horizontal ± 30 degrees

2000 / 3500 / 4000 hours
260W
1.6 : 1

36" - 196" / 300"
1.15 - 1.86 (100" @ 2.5m)

Native 16 : 9 (5 aspect ratio selectable)
F = 2.42 - 3.05, f = 17.22 - 27.37mm

1.07 Billion Colors

10000 : 1 
2000 ANSI Lumens

1080p (1920 x 1080)

*THX and the THX logo are trademarks of THX Ltd., registered in the United States and other countries.

Specification

W8000 Optional Lens

Picture

Wide Fix

5J.JDH37.002

F=2.5, f=11.5mm

0.778:1

30"~175"

Fixed 1.18X 1.25X 1.5X 1.67X

35"~370" 35"~205" 31"~468" 27"~301"

1.1~1.3:1 1.54~1.93:1 1.93~2.9:1 3.0~5.0:1

F=2.46~2.56, 
f=22.8~28.5mm

F=2.5~3.1,
f=28.5~42.75mm

F=2.2~2.5,
f=44.5~74.19mm

F=2.05~2.27, 
f=16.64~19.5 mm

5J.JDH37.011 5J.JDH37.022 5J.JDH37.032 5J.JDH37.041

Wide Zoom

Vertical -15%~55%, Horizontal ±5%

Standard Semi Long Long Zoom

Part Number

Lens

Throw Ratio

Zoom Ratio

Lens Shift 
Range

Image Size
 (Clear Focus / 

Maximum)


